This paper presents a framework for provisioning application and channd dependent qu~ty of service in wirdess network-. The framework is based on three Merent adap tation me~anisms that operate over distinct adaptation time scd=.
Introduction
A god of next-generation btemet is to enable mobfle users to access and distribute voice, video and data anywhere anytirn~As the demand for new mobiie services~ows, efiting (e.g., IEEE 802.11 [15] ) and future (e.g., mobiie AThI [16] ) wirdess bternet tethnology~be required to better SUP port the d&very of mrdtimedia services to mobiie termint ith suitable qutity. There has been considerable discs ion in the research community concerning the best service modd for the d&very of mobde mtitimedia services over tidess networks. One school of thought b&evea that the radio can be engineered to provide wirhe type 'hard' quality of service assurances, eg., guaranteed dday or constant rate services. The other school argu= that the wirdess M can not be viewed in this manner because of tim~varying environmental factors, e.g., fading. h this case, tidess Permission to makedighalorhardcopiesofall orpartof thisworkfor personal orclassroom useis granted withoutf~providedthatcopies arenotmadeor distributed forprotitorconnnercial adwmtage andthat copiesbwr thisnoticeandthefill citationon thefirstpage.To copy othenvisatorepubhsh, topow onservers ortorcdism%ute to~ik requires priorspecificpermission an&'or a f= WOI~IOhf 9S DaUasTexas USA GpyrightACM 19981-58113493-7/98/10...$5.00 services lend themselves to more adaptive approaches [9] or better than best-effort type paradigms [14] .
We take our lead from the 'adaptive' camp and prp ose a packet-based controlled-QOS framework for apphcation and channel dependent qudty of service control. Our approach incorporates adaptation techniques for packet sched&g and apphcation-level rate control taking into account wireless channel conditions and the abfity of application level flows"to adapt to these conditions over multiple time scfles. In this paper, we argue that a contro~ed-QOS service paradigm is suitable for the dehvery of voice, video and data to mobde devices.
The controMed-QOS model operates over three distinct time scales found in wireless networks. Different compñ ents of the contro~ed-QOS model are operation~at each time sc~e. These components include channel prediction, compensation and adaptation. Channel prediction dews the schedtier to defer transmission to mobfie devices experiencing fading conditions. Channel prediction, however, does not compensate mobde devices that have previously experienced 'outages' due to poor channel conditions. To overcome this problem, we propose Improved Channel State Depen-,-dent Packet Scheduling (1-CSDPS), based on [2] , to dehver enhanced throughput to mobfle devices. I-CSDPS attempts to resolve unfairness experienced by different spati~y dw tributed receivers and operates on the packet scheduhng >.
time scale. I-CSDPS is complemented by a second adat ation strategy cfled active adaptation that operates over -.
longer time scales and takes into account apphcation-specific adaptation profles in the case of variations in avdable bandwidth and channd conditions. ,,
The paper is org~ed as foflows. In Section 2, we present an overview of the controUed-QOS model. In Seeq : tion 3, we describe our channel predictor fouowed by a description of the Improved-Channel State Dependent Packet Schedtiering scheme in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss an active adaptation mechanism that supports appKcationIevd adaptation. Currently, the controUed-QOS model has been implemented using existing wireless LAN technology ?.
(e.g., IEEE 802.11) using the ns simulator [13] . We con-, dude in Section 6 with some find remarks. Network dynarnim in wirdess networks are the restit of several~erent systems interactions operating over mtitiple time scales. These time scales range from received signrd strength variations in the order of microseconds, to adable bandwidth variations occurring anywhere between hundred of *econds to minutes and hours-The controHed-QOS modd attempts tot ake this tim~vary behavior into account by operating over three distinct time scrdes to respond to changing network conditions found in wirdess networks. At each time scale different components of the controUed-QOS modd are operational b Figure 1 we show an~ustration of the QOS contro~ed mod~The upper part of the diagram shows three system adaptation moddes: channd prd iction, improved-charmd state dependent packet schedtiing and active adaptation. These adaptation modties interact with packet forwarding in tierent ways and at~erent times. The controUed-QOS fiarnework assumes a c~dar hternet architecture [11] where mobfle devices are connected to wird~s access points connected to the~obd hternet. At the packet transmission time scale a channd prediction mechanism probes the wird=s channd between the ace= point and mobiie devices to determine the current state of a wird=s channd before a packet can be transmitted by the schedder over the wirdess~.
The probing mechanism is based on the IEEE 802.11 request-to-send (RTS) and clearto-send packet (CTS) pair-Han RTSCTS probe f~and the dannd-state is 'bad', the packet remains in queue in the schedder buffer for later transmission and the flow-state is 'credited'. H the channd-stat e is 'good' the packet is trm mitted [6] .
At the packet schedfig time scales I-CSDPS is operational. Channd State Dependent Packet Schedfig (C$ DPS) is a technique that aims at throughput enhancement 2] by monitoring the channd CSDPS defers schedtied transtilon to a receiver in a bad channd state untg the fading period is oveq thus it can proceed with the trmission of packets to other receivers that are in good channd state CSDPS does not, however, provide mechanisms to compensate mobiie devices that deferred transmission in the past. With our work we have modified CSDPS to compensate mobiie devices e~eriencing fast and slow fading conditions using a 'd&tit' and 'credit' scheme discussed in [12] .
The fist tiaptive component of our framework operats at the low~=t time scale after sched~g and prediction. Active adaptation is based on the insight that adap tation is application-speafic.
There is no 'one adaptation mobile deviw pohcy fits fly approach to adaptation. For example, audio and video flows may require discrete or smooth adaptation w~e some red-time data services may be greedy and capable of responding to any avtiable bandwidth [3] . Some .
applications may be able to tolerate fast time-scale adaptation w~e others, conversely, may require slow adaptation to atiable bandwidth conditions rather than instantly reacting to any avtiabfity.
To support apphcation-specific adaptation we~ow the application to interact with an active adaptation contro~er at the access point to determine if and when the application wants to take advantage of additiond bandwidth. Such au active adaptation service is suited to drop semanticdy less important packets, wtie responding to changes in the avtiable bandwidth either due to new flows being estabhhed at mobtie devices or persistent channd degradation that can not be adequately deflt with by I-CSDPS. The semantics of the active adaptive service are as fo~ows. AppKcations specify their flows as having a minimum bandtidth requirement and a number of enhancement layers. The base layers are treated as higher priority than enhancement layers by the packet schedder. Apphcations *O specify their adaptation interval over which a stable d&vered qurdity is preferred. The active adaptation contro~er works in unison with packet scheduling and channel prediction to meet the adaptation needs of apphcations over wireless networks.
Both priority and delay information are carried in each packet using an in-band wireless signrding protocol cfled INSIGNIA [10] . By in-band we refer to the fact that control information is carried along with the data as 1P OF tions. WWe the contro~ed-QOS model has been designed to operate over a variety of radios our implementation is fc used on the IEEE 802.11 standard [18] [15] that operates between 1-20 Mbps. The IEEE 802.11 standard operates in two modes: (i) Distributed Coordination function (DCF) where mobde to mobfle communications is estabkhed U* ing co~on sense mtitiple access with co~on avoidance (CSMA/CA), with or without the RTS-CTS option; and i) Point Coordination mode (PCF) where an access point provides a centr~ed contro~er for contention free communications. IEEE 802.11 is optimised to support best-effort 1P defivery using DCF and red time flows using PCF. To support a channel predictor capabfity based on the RTS-. CTS probe we have mowed the network simtiator (NS-2) IEEE 802.11 code suite [13] to support th~new feature in the PCF mode. The access point operates as central schedder for both up/down hk communications.
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I i. i 3 Channel Prediction
Channd compensation is predicated on the assumption that either the state of the channd or the duration of bad W periods are known in advance. h practice, however, the state ofwirdess~b cannot beentirdy predicted.
Operation
In what fo~ows, we &scuss our approach to channel prediction. To estimate the channd state, we have implemented a simple hand-shake based on the wd known RTS/CTS probing mechti<m. RT$CTS as a channd predictor was proposed in 16], however, no andyticd or sirmdation r=dts about performance of such an approach have been discussed. Our channd predictor operates as fo~ows. Before the start of packet. transmission to a mobde device a short probing RTS packet is sent to the d&gnated receiver-The mobde device responds by sending the CTS packet as an acknowledgment to the RTS. H the CTS packet is received intact the channd state is assumed to be good-H on the other hand the CTS doss not arrive after a given timeout then channel stat e is considered bad. The assumption is that the RTS or CTS cotid have been corrupted, lost or incorrectly received because degrading channd conditions manifest as increased bit errors and lost sign& b IEEE 802.11 RT$CTS is used in DCF operation mode to compensate for the hidden terminal problem which can lead to a very high numbers of co~sion in the channd for heavy traffic load. However, even if RTSCTS f~because of channd errors, the transmitting mobiie device d dalways assume the problem was caused by hidden terrninã nd~ba&-off before trying again. This assumption does not, however, hold when the system is fight-load. b this c~~e the rate of co~sions is very smd, which makes RTS CTS in DCF mode effective in estimating the channel state. During PCF operation, the access point is able to acquire the channd before any of its mobiie device neighbors in its coverage area. Therefore, there is no need to use RTS CTS to prevent co~ons.
Any packet received in error in PCF mode is unambiguously the restit of channd condition. The predictor we have implemented works in PCF and fight-load DCF mod= to verify the state of the channd. h IEEE802.11/PCF mode the acc=s point always initiate transmission for both do-(transmitting the packet) or up~(pofig a mobfle). Therefore, RT$CTS can be used in both dowtifuphk tr=~rnissions. As a means tõ erentiate between up/down H operations we use RT$ CTS for dowrdink and request to receive (RTR) and dear to receive (CTR) for up~.
Analysis
A two state Jfarkov modd is used to modd the good and bad states of a wirdess channd [19] . Transmission of packets during good state periods assures error free d&very. On the other hand, during a bad period the packet~be received in error. This assumption simp~~the analysis and is re &tic for IEEE 801.11 where no Forward Error Correction (FEC) protection is attached to the packets and ody CRC is used [15] . The transitions between states ocmr at discrete time instances according to the transition rates. Rather than u.tig a sin~e set of transition rates for a partictiar channd modd, we analyzed the performance of the channd predictor for a wide range of rates. Table 1 shows~the possible outcomes of RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK events for one transmission. Note that up tik analysis is stiar using RTR-CTR pair. Any packet transmitted can be received error-bee (0) or in error (l). If both RTS and CTS packets are received correctly, the state of the channel is predicted as error-free, otherwise the channel is predicted in error. Depending on the reception of the DATA and the ACK uackets the transmtilon is evaluated in the same way as the predictor. 
With the steady state probabfity of the channel being in Bad/Good state given by: (2) The probabtity that the channel prediction is correct (Pc), is equrd to the probabtity that RTS,CTS,DATA and ACK packets are received error-free (P(pre = O,tTa = O)) plus the probabtity that predictor (RTS/CTS) and transmission (DATA/ACK) are received in error (P(pre = 1, tTa= l)), see table 1, then:
H the channel is currently in one of the two states, with x the transition rate to the other state, the probabfity that the channel~remain in that state for x more seconds is equfl to e-Kz. Now let Tts, cts data and ack be the size in bytes of RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK packets, respectively. Before the transmission of CTS, DATA and ACK packets in 802.11 the transmitter shotid wait for a short inter frame space (SIFS) respectively [15] . If the speed in bytes/see of the wireless locfl area network (WLAN) is C then, the two components can be computed'
(pre=O,tra=O) = p(tTa = OlpTe = O)P(pre = O), where P(pre=O) can be approtiated by~oe-(q+s~~s)~, there fore
This represent the probabfity that the channel is good at the beginning of RTS and remains in good state for a period longer than the reception of the corresponding ACK. In thẽ quation we ne~ected the case in which the channel changes from good to bad and from bad to good state during a SIFS intervaL In the same way:
p.e=l,t..=l) =~~1 P(tTa = llpTei = l) P(pTei = 1) Where the predictor packet (RTS+CTS) can be in error in many Werent ways. However a good approtimat e is: P(P,==l,t..=l)s rl e-( ":'+=f=+g":"+"=~+3STFS)7+ (5)
This equation has two components, the first one represents the probabtity that the channd is in bad state at the beginning of RTS and remains bad for a period longer than the fu~transmission time The second term represents the proã biity that the duration of good periods is at least smfler than the duration of prediction and *O sm~er than the duration of data transmission so both of them are in error-
The RT$CTS probe introduces a sm~overhead in the protocol in PCF mode For mobde devices experiencing continuous fading, the predictor~provide enhanced throughput. In contrast, mobde devices experiencing a continuous good kk~receive fittle benefit from the use of the prd iction probe; the downside being the penrdty of sending the probe for each packet transmission-Based on the channel prediction the packet schedtier operates under the assump tion that the predicted channd state is accurate.
4 Improved Channel State Dependent Packet Scheduling tince channd prediction can avoid unwarranted mtitiple rt ransm~lons to a receiver in bad channd state, its throughput is greatly enhanced. Channd prediction, however, does not provide any compensation for the receivers that deferred transmission in the past [2] due to a bad channd state. Nthough good state receivers can benefit from the deferred transmission of bad state receivers, they are not typicdy r~compensat ed after the state of the deferred receiver be comes good. Therefore a compensation scheme is necessary to achieve fairnas among flows e~periencing different channd conditions [12] [5].
To overcome ibis pot entid unfairness problem, we prp ose I-CSDPS using compensation defiat counters and a combination of CSDPS with a mo~ed version of deficit round-robin (DRR) schedtier [17] . DRR is an implement ation of Fair Queuing (FQ) which provides throughput fairn=s among flows. D~however, fd to provide tight packet dday bounds as compared with other (more complex) implement ations of fair queuing e.g., weighted fair queueing (WFQ [4]) or a s~-docked fair queueing (SCFQ [7] ). Be cause of fading and channd contention ddays at the hfAC layer, we argue that profilon of tight dday bounds in wire 1=% LANs is not feasible, which makes a simpler irnplement ation of fair queueing a suitable choice for this environment. The worst case dday bounds in DRR change when the number of flows change which is opposite in fair queueing. When a few flows are active, which is a reasonable assumption in the pic~c~environment in which IEEE802.11 is targeted to operate, DRR provide worst case dday bounds~ar to fair queueing.
A mechti~m for compensation to flows in wirdess networks is pr~<ented in [12] . Flows unable to be transmitted because of channd fading conditions are credited for future transmissions. This propos~, however, has the drawback that a flow coming out of a fading period fl be imme diatdy compensated in one round. Even~the rn~um amount a flow is compensated is bounded, it can introduce dday in other flows having good&k state [12] . These proh lems are solved in [5] by titing the portion of bandwidth that 'leading flows' (e.g-, flows receitig more bandwidth than the bandwidth requested) provide to lagging flows' (e.g., flows receiving Ims bandwidth than the bandwidth requasted because of fading) for compensation. Therefore Hting the worst case dday bound. Our propos~is~ar in that we *O tit the amount of on~tirne compensation given. However, we do not tie the amount of compensation given based on qeading' or lagging' bandwidth amounts but on the avdabtity of unused bandwidth in the system, e.g., high/16w compensation for high/low unused bandwidth rs pectively. Site the bandwidth used for compensation does not come from the bandwidth already reserve to flows the QOS bounds can be preserved. Fmfly since our scheme does not keep track of 'leading' or 'lagging' flows the complexity of the protocol is sirnphfied.
Deficit Round Robin
Transmission of data packets in DRR is contro~ed by the use of a quantum size (QS) and a deficit counter (DC) [17] . Quantum size accounts for how many bytes are given to each flow for transmission in each round, whereas the deficit counter keeps track of a transmission-credit history for each flow. A round is defined as the process of visiting each of the queues in the scheduler once. At the beginning of each round, the quantum is added to the deficit counter for each flow. The scheduler =Its each flow comparing the size of deficit counter with the size of the packet at the head of the queue. As long as the packet size is smfler than the deficit counter value, a packet d be transmitted and the deficit counter reduced by the packet size. When the packet size is bigger than the deficit counter, the scheduler~keep that deficit vflue in flow-state table for the next round, and moves to the next flow in a round robin order. As long as the quantum size is larger than the maximum packet size the system is work-conserving.
In the case the quantum size for fl flows is the same, an equal docation of the fik is achieved. Making the quantum size for some flows Werent leads to Weighted Round Robin (WRR), which dews a proportional share of the hnk according to the weights given to each flow. For example, if three flows have a stiar QS (equal to 100), they~WN get 1/3 of kk bandwidth. If QSI = QS2 = 100 but QS3= 200, the sharing of the kk wotid be~~and~respectively. Norm~y when the acc=s point admits a new flow, it WU set up a specific weight (quantum size) for packet schedu~ng.
Operations
We modify weighted round robin to achieve fairness in the prmence of location dependent fading conditions by intrd ucing a compensation counter (CC), that is maintained for each receiver. For each round, xCC extra bytes~i compensation counter is positive) are docated to each flow, where x is a value between O and 1. Each time xCC bytes are used to compensate the flow, the compensation counter is decreased by the same amount. It should be noted that if a compensation counter for a receiver is positive, the sessioñ get zCC more bytes for transmission than other sessions with nonpositive compensation counter-ThM is to compensate receiver sessions which have been deferred in previous rounds. To this end, even if the channel has estimated a bad state and hence the data packet is not transmitted, the, deficit counter for the receiver is decreased by the quantum size. In return for the decrease, the compensation counter of the session is provided with a quantum size increase by the same amountl. Since the deferred session is compensated by the same amount as the deficit counter is reduced, fairness using I-CSDPS can be obtained.
An Mustration of the sched&g state and operations is shown in Figure 2 . Part 2(a) shows a snapshot of the schedder at the beginning of a round. Three flows associated 1~ve~mposethat the actualcompensationvarybetweeno andthe qumtum size accordingto the observedload of the system.
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."-:,~.., __~__ (a)Be@g ofromdk Figure 2 : I-CSDPS Operation with three Werent mobiie devices are active and the sum of the Wocated rata-are equal to the system capacity, i.e., the system is ffly loaded. Part 2(b) fiustrat~the state of the schedtier at. the end of the round. The foUowing events take place during the round are as fo~ow=~) channd pre diction for flow #l ffi and the schedder defers the tranm ission of the packet, update the compensation counter by the quantum size nd reduced its defiat counter by the same amount; (ii] prediction for flow #2 indicates a good channd and the s~edtier transmits the packet reducing the defiat count er by the packet size (norm~weighted round robin op eration); and (iii) channd prediction for flow #3 indicates a good channd, the packet is transmitted and the defiat count er decreased by the packet size. Part 2(c)~ustrates the state of the schedtier at the beginning of n+ round, when QS bytes plus zCC byt es (if the compensation counter k positive,~CC= Q~are added to the deficit counter.
Compensation
It is important to clarify that the compensation process r& es two gods: (i) determines how many bytes to credit a flow after the channd predictor diagnoses a bad chauneã nd (ii) det errnin~s which portion of the credit is used for compensation of a flow in each round.
Considering the former god, it is intuitive to credit by QS every time transmission is deferred. When the system is hea~fly loaded this is a good solution as we daborate below. However, when the system is Eghtly loaded the rate at which the round robii schedtier is serving a flow is faster than the worst c~se, e.g. under ffl load. Crediting by QS at this rate~d over-credit the flow leading to unfairness for newly arriving flows. Consider, for e~arnple, the case when ody one flow is active h this case if RTSCTS f& a round robii sdedder d serve the flow continuously increasing its compensation counter. We propose to credit flows according to the load of the system with httle credit in fight loaded systems and a quantum .%e credit for hea~y load systems. b this case, if n flows are registered with the central sdedtier (each flow with a QS weight), the load of the syst~is defined as the ratio of the sum of QS for active flows 2 (QS~) and G, that represent the total capacity of the system b each round. The detition of G can be co~dered ar~ltrary but has to be consistent. For =aruple if G is set to 1000 and a particdar flow requ~ts a 15 percent share of the bk, the quantum size for that flow shotid be set to 150. Let CC3B/CC~be the compensation counter for the flow jat the beginning/end of a round, respectivdy. Then, if flow j deferred trmsrnission in one round, the compensation 2\$7ẽon~ider~actil,e> flo;vto be one that h= at le~t OneP*et in the s~edulw's queue counter of the flow I* be credited according to:
[0 if G = QSj (6) Only when G =~~=1 QS~, is the system operating at fti load and the compensation QS,. When~~=1 QS~= QSj, ofly flowjisactive with compensation zero. Now we analyze the second issue of how many bytes of the credit shodd be used for compensation. It is desirable to compensate a flow that is behind schedule as soon as pos ible. This means adding CC; bytes to DCi in one operation no matter what the size of CCi is. The problem with this approach is that the latency for the flows is fikely to be sensitive to the amount of compensation that is given to a flow in each round. In order to bound the latency it is necessary to bound the matimum compensation that a flow acquires in a sin~e round. We propose to dynamic~y change the value of x according to the load of the system, fast compensation when the system is Kghtly loaded and slow compensation for heavy load. The first term inside the brackets in equation 7 accounts for the compensation in the case when unused bandwidth is atiable.
This can be obtained by computing the avdable bandwidth and the portion of that bandwidth that corrs pends to each flow with a positive CC. The second term, gQS~, where g is a positive integer, accounts for the minimum compensation given to a flow in one round in case the system is working at heavy load and there is no unused bandwidth avtiable. Because the amount of compensation given to flow j is bounded by CCj, then:
The choice of g is a design parameter. Choosing a smfl g~reduce the latency bound but increase the flow's compensation time. On the other hand, choosing a large g increases the latency bound during periods of heavy load but decreases compensation time. Since ody a fraction of CC is ,...
-. . .
used for compensation, CC can become large without tiecting the latency bound of the system. Because of this we do not tit the maximum tie of the compensation counter.
Fairness
The fairness properties of DRR are proved in [17] . Site we credit a flow by exactly the same amount of bandwidth the flow ti<ed during fading, the fairness properties are preserved by I-CSDPS. Buffer space is, however, a tite resource. If bad channd periods perskt and btid up the queue, arriving packets to that mobde access point may find the buffer fti and be dropped. For some sp~c applications, packet dropping can occur even before the buffer is ffl if the Metirne of the packets has expired. Dtierent ap hcations have Merent preferences in terms of how long their packets can be queued. H the buffer manager takes a packet tirnhess into consideration and drops 'late' packets then of course fairnass may not be preserved.
4.5
Delay Analysis T* latency bound provided by normal WRR is given by A. "~'=' [17] , where C represents the tr-mission speed when there are n flows in the schedtier3. A sm~packet arriving at the head of the queue can be ddayed by a quantum's ske by the other flows in the schedtier-h our case, the quantum ske cotid be bigger than the defatit &e ( Qw hen compensation byte are added, therefore the latency bound becorn=
The v~ue of x is bounded by the condition zCCi < CCi. It represents which percentage of Cci @ immediately be a~able for compensation in case the W becomes good with o < z < 1. This is *SO translated to how fast flows recover their share of the W The due of z has a direct impact on the latency bound at which a flow can send RTS CTS (RTR-CTR for upbk) to twt and transmit packets on the channd. It is important to mention that this latency bound do= not represent the worst case packet dday, but the worst case channd prediction dday. Site it is out of the s~edtier's control how long the channd is in bad state, the best the schedtier can do is to bound the time between channd predictions for each flow.
If the channd is bad and transmission for a packet de ferred. Idetiy the system shodd attempt to probe the channd as soon as is possible. E~erirnentd restits show [2] , however, that fading periods are usudy corrdated. There for% waiting for some time before testing the channd again may be intuitive. On the other hand, waiting too long to test the channd can lead to poor performance. This is be cause the schedtier c= miss periods in which the channd is in a good state and packets codd have been transmitted. Determining the optimal inteti and time for prohmg is st~an open research issue which depends on how wd the duration of bad periods can be accuratdy estimated.
h this section we have discussed how channd prediction and compensation can maintain the rate in the preence of channd fading conditions. However, when a mobde device 3Th1~~q"ation is~ld only~~henthe quantums~e is =at= than themmimum pa~et Ien@h,\vhich is a necessaryconditionin D= to mde the system\vork-cons&ng. OtherwiseQS, shouldbe replaced by the m=imum pa&et size. e~eriences persistent fading, it cannot be compensated indefinitely; that is, at some point packets may have to be sdectively dropped or the app~cation regtiated. In what foUows we discuss apphcation-level adaptation techniques which can respond to these conditions over longer adaptation time scales.
Active Adaptation
When mobde devices roam between cek, the resources avtiable at each access point may differ. Even within the same ce~, session dynamics~.e. beginning/ending) or mob~e devices handing-off *O impacts the amount of resources made avtiable to existing mobde devices. These tim~varying conditions are tilble over longer time scales than the probing of the state of a channel or the servicing of a scheduler with rate compensation. The find component of our contro~ed-QOS model exploits the abtity of applications to adapt to changing bandwidth avtiabfity and channel dependent conditions. We cfl this 'active adaptation' because the application spedes and maintains the adaptation poficy that drives these changes. In either case the access point can respond to these conditions by dropping low priority packets and regrdate the rate of the flow over a range of apphcations spe~c time scales.
In what fo~ows, we d~cuss how QOS information such as dday, priority and mtiti-resolution semantics support can be used to enhance the qu~ty of service detivered to mobde devices. For example layered video/audio applications can transmit using different layers of resolution, e.g. MPEG-2 in response to network conditions [1] . Typicdy, multiresolution apphcations transmit a basic layer plus a number of enhancement layers. A bandwidth broker [11] at the access point can be used to manage the flotation of bandwidth to mobde devices based on the services requested u% ing a $gnhg reservation protocol. The apphcations can graceftiy utfie enhancements layers as bandwidth become atiable at the bandwidth broker or as channel conditions improve. Conversely, an active adaptation contro~er [11] can selectively drop enhancement layers w~e attempting to maintain a 'stable' controMed-QOS by giving preference to the base layers of flows requiring minimum bandwidth assurances.
5.1
INSIGNIA: in-band Reservation.
We utfie an in-band signfing systems cded INSIGNIA [10] as a means to respond to the dynamic changes in channel conditions. INSIGNIA carries control information directly in each packet transversing the network using the 1P option field. This is stiar to the use of the 1P type of service or the Werentid services byte [14] driving packetlevd QOS. A control field is set up by the applications and piggybacked in each data packet. This control field includes sign%g type (reservation, request), class of service (red time, best effort), precedence field (priority), delay bit and minimum bandwidth. Access points process each individual data packet independently of previous packets. In this way every time flow rerouting occhrs, which is the common in c~tiar networks, the first packet on the new path setups up resources for fl other packets without any delay. When a node receives a new INSIGNIA packet carrying a bandwidth request it sets up a new queue in the schedtier with a weight according to the bandwidth request. 
The Active Adaptation Protocol
WNe the god of I-CSDPS is to try to maintain stabiity of supporting adaptive red-time flows, eg. minimum bandwidth assurances, fast timescde d.ynarnics are &o resident. Su& dynamics translated to appEcation levd QOS can lead to poor performance for continuous media type applications. bagine a video sequence in which the received qudty is switching between high and low qmdity because of bandwidth variations due to new sfissions or changing bk conditions. Subjective tests suggested that most users are very susceptible to such changes and a stable, even lower, qutity is sometirn= preferred. This obsemation that adaptation is appKcation-speafic moti~at es the notion of active adapt ation in tidess network where adaptation is paramount. A typical red time application~use a sustained rate service for the b~+c stream qutity (i.e., base layer) and active adap tive services for enhmce qutity streams (ie., enhancement layers). Sustained rate services suit applications requiring minimum bandwidth assurances. This is achieved by the schedder using a weight to assures the requested bandwidth even under loaded conditions.
AppEcations d~ne a sp~c adaptation period which specities the inter~d over which the apphcations require 'st able QOS', eg., con.+tent qudty. AppEcations are free to define this intmd.
By increasing the inted app~cations receive a more stable or assured service. Pricing in rdation to the active adaptation service is for future work-The longer the inter~d the more Wdy the apphcation wotid be charged more for the service. Each application sdects its adapt ation service and enters into a periodic bandwidth negotiation phase with a cent~ed active adaptation contro~er at the access point at the beginning of each broadcast int ervd. The broadcast inted is defined as the inteti between broadc~~t docations by the active adaptation controUer. h the fo~owing section we describe each phase of this negotiation (see figure 3) . Once the negotiation phase is complete the application is assured a stable bandwidth over the intend spetied. Ody unexpected channd degradation (e.g. persistent fading) can degrade the mobiie device AG catd bandwidth and QOS. Three phas~charactetie the operation of our active adaptation protocok reservation, allocation and adjustment.
5.2.1
The Resemation Phase l~obim penodicdy send r=ervation (res) messagw (in DCF mode) to an access point requesting resources for both UP hk/dowsdink communications as Nustrated in figure 3 . After a pr~defied intervfl cded the broadcast interval, the access point co~ects d the res messages request, computes the docation for each mobde device for the next broadcast interd, and announce the restit in a broadcast message tõ mobde devices in the ce~. The format of the broadcast message contains the identification of each mobde fo~owed by reservation [BL~+ yi] granted to flow i for the interval requested, where yi < xi.
5.2.3
The Adjustment Phase
The flotation provided by the reservation and docations phases may not match the needs of a particular application. For example the res message may have requested the best possible qutity (e.g. bandwidth for base layer + 2 enhancement layers) of a mtiti-resolution apphcation and thẽ ocated bandwidth may have been less than requested. In this case the application responds by adjusting the docation down to the amount needed to support a lower but enhanced level of service (e.g. base layer + 1 enhancement layer). In figure 3 the apphcation responds with an adjustment to the Wocate bandwidth, e.g., adj [BLi + Zi] where Zi < Yi <~i. h order to reduce the number of messages that are sent over the wireless hk after the flotation broadcast message, ody mobde devices having conficts with the flIocation granted~send a further message to 'adjust' the reservation. By defatit, if an application does not respond to an allot message it is assumed its docation was accepted.
Sharing Extra Bandwidth
A property of WRR is that it shares any avtiable bandwidth fairly among d the flows/sessions in the system prp ortiond to their weights. If there are currently n flows each 98 ,-
-., -of them with a bandwidth reservation BW~and C is the tt d capacity, the amount of adable bandwidth (ABW) that flow i d obtain according to fairness is given by
T&s is a weighted portion of the total a~able bandwidth. The problem with this shag~ocation approach is that it complet dy fo~ows the trends of~~=1 B Wj in time. b an environment where new stion are being created and re leased, fast variations in the amount of extra resources that flows obtain can be eqect ed. l~e some applications such as TCP for~xample are~fig to take any atiable rs ources in any f~~hion, others,~g. video/audio flows, may not wish to t&e advantage of =tra bandwidth tiess it is reasonable stable over an app~cation specific adaptation inter~d. The basic idea to provide a contro~ed share of atiable bandwidth to these appficat ions is to titer quick variations by me~suring the average adable bandwidth and based on that measure, reserve bandwidth for applications over the duration of the app~cation specitic adaptation interval.
If n application requests active adaptation with T seconds into the future, where T is at least longer than the broadcmt interval, the request fi be accepted or denied depending on the avdable bandwidth measured in previous broadcast intemti and the duration of T. The longer the inter~ti (maybe mtitiples of broadcast interti), the less Wdy the flotation of adable bandwidth d be shared fairly among flow= We assume that some pricing mechanism (that we do not cover in this paper)~charge applications according to the duration of T and the amount of bandwidth assured over that interd.
Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed three adaptation compñ ents of a contro~ed-QOS framework that is, prediction, compensation and adaptation. We argue that a systems ap preach shodd be taken to support the d&very of adaptive red-time services over timevarying wirdess networks. We b&eve that prediction, compensation and adaptation need to work in unison to d&ver adaptive red-time servic= and not in isolation. In a companion paper [8], we have shown that our approach has merit and the interaction of these three components over~erent time scales protide good performance ben&ts. ... ,, . ,-.
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